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Introduction
• Adaptation of IEC 61508 to road vehicles

• Influenced by ISO 16949 Quality Management System

• The first comprehensive standard that addresses safety 
related automotive systems comprised of electrical, 
electronic, and software elements that provide safety-
related functionsrelated functions

• It intends to address the following important challenges in 
today’s road vehicle technologies:
– The safety of new E/E and Software functionality in vehicles
– The trend of increasing complexity, software content, and 

mechatronics implementation
– The risk from both systematic failure and random hardware failure







General Structure of ISO 26262



Scope and Versions

• Conducted in June-July 2011, based on DSI draft 
published in 2009. 

• Final standard (FDIS) was published in November 2011.

• Future discussions should be based on the FDIS 
version of the standard.

• Review Focus— Understand how well can the standard 
provide safety assurance for the complex software-
intensive automotive electronics and electrical systems?



The ISO 26262 product lifecycle

• ISO 26262 is based on the concept of a safety lifecycle, shown in Figure 1, which
consists of 6 phases: management, development, production, operation, service,
and decommission. The goal of the standard is to maximize product safety by
requiring specific steps to be taken during each of the phases. This ensures that
safety is taken into consideration from the earliest conception of a vehicle to the
point when the vehicle is retired from use. This document focuses primarily on the
development phase, since this is the step in which embedded software is
designed, developed, and validated.



ASIL - Automotive Safety Integrity Level

• The ISO 26262 automotive safety integrity levels (ASILs) are A, B, C, and D, where ASIL level A
represents the least amount of risk and level D represents the most.

The ASIL for each component in a system is determined by three factors:

• Severity - is a measure of the health consequences of an event. There are four classes of severity,
ranging from no injuries to life-threatening injuries.

• Probability - is the likelihood of the conditions under which a particular failure would result in a
safety hazard. The probability of each condition is ranked on 5 point scale ranging from incredible to
highly probable. For example, a failure of the headlights would result in a hazard when driving at
night, when raining, or during other conditions which result in poor visibility — which would be
considered highly probable due to the regular occurrence of these conditions.

• Controllability - is a measure of the probability that harm can be avoided when a hazardous
condition occurs, either due to actions by the driver, or by external measures. If the brakes fail to
engage when the brake pedal is pressed, for example, the driver could use the emergency brake
instead. The controllability of a hazardous situation is ranked on a four point scale from controllable
in general to difficult to control or uncontrollable.





V Model

• The software development phase in ISO 26262 is subdivided into sub-
phases according to a V-Model, as shown in Figure 3. The “V” shape is 
due to the fact that the testing and verification steps are performed in 
reverse order from design and implementation. Reactis can be used 
during each of the testing and verification steps.



Model-Based Design

• the value and importance of the model-based engineering paradigm is 
emphasized in Annex B of ISO 26262-6



Parts of ISO 26262

• Part 1 : Vocabulary
• Part 2 : Management of Functional Safety
• Part 3 : Concept phase
• Part 4 : Product Development: System Level

Part 5 : Product Development: Hardware Level• Part 5 : Product Development: Hardware Level
• Part 6 : Product Development: Software Level
• Part 7 : Production and Operation
• Part 8 : Supporting Processes
• Part 9 : ASIL-oriented and Safety-oriented Analyses
• Part 10 : Guidelines on ISO 26262



This Presentation Is Divided into two Parts

• Overview for Each Parts of ISO 26262

Detail Study of ISO 26262• Detail Study of ISO 26262



Overview for Each Parts 
of ISO 26262



Part 2
Management of Functional Safety

• General Safety Management:
– ISO 26262 assumes that the company has a defined, implemented

and active QM system:
• Safety Culture, Communication, Qualification of Employees

• Specific Safety Management during development:
– ISO 26262 requires a Safety Manager (e.g. Project Leader)– ISO 26262 requires a Safety Manager (e.g. Project Leader)

• to control safety activities
• to develop a safety plan
• to confirmation measures based on the safety plan

– Safety reviews, safety audits or safety assessments



Part 3
Concept Phase

• It starts with the Item definition:
– System or array of systems to implement a function at the vehicle

level to which ISO 26262 is applied:
• Specify the use and functionality
• Specify non-functional requirements like operating conditions, laws and

standards to follow

• Based on the item definition, the Hazard Analysis and Risk
Assessment is done:
– Goal of the risk assessment is:

• to assess the item risk
• to compare it to a public acceptable tolerable risk
• to define measures to reduce this risk

– The risk reducing measures are usually called Safety Integrity Level
• Automotive Safety Integrity Level - ASIL



Part 3
Concept Phase

• Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment in practice:
– Identify operation states and driving situations of the item where th

ere is a potential for hazards that are caused by this item
– Determine the potential error cases and misbehaviors by incorporati

ng system FMEA (Failure mode and effect analysis)
• Usually analyzed on the vehicle level

– Define Safety Goals and Safe States

• Classify the results using Severity, Exposure 
and Controllability as measures



Part 3
Concept Phase/Product Development

• Functional safety concept defines the behavior 
of the vehicle in order achieve an intended function

• Technical safety concept defines, what one or more ECUs need to implement 
in order to achieve the intended behavior of the vehicle



Part 4
Product Development System Level

• Based on the functional safety concept, the technical safety concept is derived
– The technical safety requirements are mapped to system elements which are hardware 

or software based

• If a system component fails:
– means need to be specified which will detect the failure (self control) and
– a reaction needs to be present which will transition the system into a

safe statesafe state

• After hardware and software development, there is hardware and
software integration, followed by system integration and vehicle
integration

• Item integration:
– Experimental testing (time and cost intensive)
– Reconfiguration of HW and SW
– Timing behavior (Analytics)
– Independence and Interference



Part 4
Product Development System Level

• Finally a validation shows, if the technical safety concept is 
able to reach the safety goals and if the safety goals and 
cases from the hazard analysis can be confirmed
– Development of HW and SW
– Validation: check if the right HW and SW has been developed
– Verification: check if the HW and SW has been developed right– Verification: check if the HW and SW has been developed right
– Check if QM measures have been taken into account
– Assess whether the mentioned points have been done correctly

• At the end, items are released for mass production
– Assessment Reports
– Safety case
– Existence of all documents required by ISO 26262



Part 4
Product Development System Level

• Item integration and testing
– Each functional and technical safety requirements shall be tested at 

least once in the complete integration phase



Part 5
Product Development Hardware Level

• The scope is to determine and plan the functional safety 
activities during the individual sub-phases of hardware 
development, which is included in the safety plan.

• The following metrics are used:• The following metrics are used:
– Safe Faults

• do not affect the safety requirements

– Single point faults metric (SPFM)
• Is used to show, that the system architecture can detect single point faults.

– Latent faults metric (LFM)
• Is used to show, that the architecture is suitable to detect multiple faults (dual-

faults).

– Residual Faults
• Fault which are not detected by any safety mechanisms and which lead to a violation 

of the safety requirements



Part 6
Product Development Software Level

• The scope is to plan and initiate the functional safety activities 
for the following  sub-phases of the software development. 
Specifically, appropriate methods, and relative tools shall be 
determine to achieve the requirements of the assigned ASIL

• The main safety related software components are used for diagn
ostic coverage
– The self control SW may have as many LOCs as the SW for function– The self control SW may have as many LOCs as the SW for function

• Key issues in the SW development process are:
– Model Based Development
– Software Configuration
– Freedom from Interference

• Requirements compared by ASIL
– 244 requirements ASIL A
– 308 requirements ASIL D



Part 6
Product Development Software Level

• Metrics for SW Unit Testing
• Statement Coverage

– Call foo(1, 1)

• Branch Coverage
– Call foo(1, 1) and foo(0, 1)– Call foo(1, 1) and foo(0, 1)

• Modified Condition/Decision Coverage
– Call foo(0, 0), foo(0, 1), foo(1, 0), foo(1, 1)



Part 6
Product Development Software Level

(Metrics for Software Testing)

• Function Coverage 
– Makes sure, that a specific function gets called

• Call Coverage• Call Coverage
– Makes sure that each function gets called



Part 7
Production and Operation

• Covers Production, Operation and Service

• Planning of the Activities and realization of the planned activities

• One important aspect is the Product observation duties which means
that data from the field is communicated back to the OEM (Original that data from the field is communicated back to the OEM (Original 
equipment manufacturer).
– This data is the basis for the argumentation of proven in use.



Part 8
Supporting Processes

• Interfaces in case of distributed Development
• Specification Management of Safety Requirements
• Configuration Management
• Change Management
• Verification• Verification
• Documentation
• Qualification of Software Tools
• Qualification of Software Components
• Qualification of Hardware Components
• Argumentation of the Proven in Use



Detail Study of ISO-26262Detail Study of ISO-26262



ISO 26262 – 2 : 2011
Management of Functionality 

SafetySafety



Scope
• Applied to the passenger cars with series production, 

that has features:
– Electrical or Electronic (E/E) systems
– Vehicle Mass up to 3 500 kg

• Does not addresses• Does not addresses
– Special purpose vehicles (such as drivers with disabilities)
– Hazards related to electric shock, fire, smoke, heat, radiation, 

toxicity, flammability, reactivity, corrosion, release of energy 
unless directly caused by malfunctioning behavior of E/E 
safety-related systems

ISO 26262 – 2 : 2011



Part-2 specifies the Requirements for functional 
safety management for automotive applications

• Project-independent requirements with regard to the 
organizations involved 
– Overall Safety Management

• Project-specific requirements with regard to the 
management activities in the safety lifecycle
– Management during the concept phase
– Product development
– After release for production

ISO 26262 – 2 : 2011



Normative References

• ISO 26262-1:2011, Road vehicles — Functional safety — Part 1: Vocabulary 
• ISO 26262-3:2011, Road vehicles — Functional safety — Part 3: Concept phase 
• ISO 26262-4:2011, Road vehicles — Functional safety — Part 4: Product 

development at the system level 
• ISO 26262-5:2011, Road vehicles — Functional safety — Part 5: Product 

development at the hardware level 
• ISO 26262-6:2011, Road vehicles — Functional safety — Part 6: Product 

development at the software level development at the software level 
• ISO 26262-7:2011, Road vehicles — Functional safety — Part 7: Production and 

operation 
• ISO 26262-8:2011, Road vehicles — Functional safety — Part 8: Supporting 

processes 
• ISO 26262-9:2011, Road vehicles — Functional safety — Part 9: Automotive Safety 

Integrity Level (ASIL)-oriented and safety-oriented analyses 

ISO 26262 – 2 : 2011



Safety Lifecycle
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Key Management Tasks

• Plan
• Coordinate
• Track

• Requirements for the management of • Requirements for the management of 
functional safety:
– Overall safety management
– Safety management during concept phase and 

product development
– Safety management after item’s release for 

production
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Competence Management
• The organization shall ensure

– the persons involved in the execution of the safety lifecycle have a 
sufficient level of skills, competences and qualifications corresponding to 
their responsibilities

– to achieve a sufficient level of skills and competences in development is a 
training and qualification program:
• Usual safety practices, concepts and designs 
• ISO 26262 and, if applicable, further safety standards
• organization-specific rules for functional safety
• functional safety processes instituted in the organization• functional safety processes instituted in the organization

– To evaluate the skills, competences and qualifications to carry out 
activities to comply with ISO 26262
• domain knowledge of the item
• expertise on the environment of the item
• management experience

• Quality management during the safety lifecycle
– The organizations involved in the execution of the safety lifecycle shall have an 

operational quality management system complying with a quality management 
standard, such as ISO/TS 16949, ISO 9001

ISO 26262 – 2 : 2011



6. Safety management during the concept phase 
and the product development

Objective
• Confirmation Measures should be performed. It 

include confirmation reviews, functional safety 
audits and functional safety assessments:

– the confirmation reviews are intended to check the compliance of – the confirmation reviews are intended to check the compliance of 
selected work products to the corresponding requirements of ISO 
26262

– a functional safety audit evaluates the implementation of the 
processes required for the functional safety activities

– a functional safety assessment evaluates the functional safety 
achieved by the item

ISO 26262 – 2 : 2011



Inputs to this clause
• The following information shall be available:

– organization-specific rules and processes for functional safety in 
accordance with 5.5.1 (Organization-specific rules and processes for 
functional safety)

– evidence of competence in accordance with 5.5.2 (Evidence of competence)
– evidence of quality management in accordance with 5.5.3 (Evidence of 

quality management)
– Optionally: If available, the following information can be considered: 

• project plan (from external source); • project plan (from external source); 
• dependencies on other activities, including other safety activities. 
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Requirements and recommendations
• Roles and responsibilities in safety management

– A project manager shall be appointed at the initiation of the item development
– The project manager shall be given the responsibility and the authority, in 

accordance with 5.4.2.8, to ensure that:
• the safety activities required to achieve functional safety are performed
• compliance with ISO 26262 is achieved

– The project manager shall verify that the organization has provided the 
required resources for the functional safety activities, in accordance with 5.4.2.6.

– The project manager shall ensure that the safety manager is appointed, in 
accordance with 5.4.3.

• Planning and coordination of the safety activities
– The safety manager shall be responsible for the planning and coordination of 

the functional safety activities in the development phases of the safety lifecycle, 
in accordance with 5.4.2.8.

– The safety manager shall be responsible for maintaining the safety plan, and 
for monitoring the progress of the safety activities against the safety plan

– The safety plan shall either be 
• referenced in the project plan, or 
• included in the project plan, such that the safety activities are distinguishable.
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The Safety Plan Shall Include
• The planning of the activities and procedures for achieving functional safety
• The implementation of project-independent safety activities in accordance with 

Clause 5 into project-specific safety management
• The definition of the tailored safety activities, in accordance with 6.4.5, if applicable
• The planning of the hazard analysis and risk assessment in accordance with ISO 

26262-3:2011, Clause 7
• The planning of the development activities, including the development and 

implementation of the functional safety concept in accordance with ISO 26262-
3:2011

• The planning of the development interface agreement (DIA) in accordance with ISO 
26262-8:201126262-8:2011

• The planning of the supporting processes, in accordance with ISO 26262-8
• The planning of the verification activities in accordance with ISO 26262-3, ISO 

26262-4, ISO 26262-5, ISO 26262-6 and ISO 26262-8:2011
• The planning of the confirmation reviews, the initiation of the functional safety 

audit(s) and the initiation of the functional safety assessment in accordance with 
6.4.7 to 6.4.9

• The planning of the analysis of dependent failures in accordance with ISO 26262-
9:2011

• The provision of the proven in use arguments of the candidates in accordance with 
ISO 26262-8:2011

• The provision of the confidence in the usage of software tools in accordance with 
ISO 26262-8:2011
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Tailoring of the safety activities
• A safety activity with regard to a specific item development may be 

tailored (i.e. omitted or performed in a different manner):
– the tailoring shall be defined in the safety plan and 
– a rationale as to why the tailoring is adequate and sufficient to achieve functional 

safety shall be available

• If the safety activities are tailored in accordance with 6.4.5.1 because 
an element is developed separately from an item, then
– the development of the element developed separately from an item shall be based – the development of the element developed separately from an item shall be based 

on a requirement specification that is derived from assumptions on an intended use 
and context, including its external interfaces

– the validity of the assumptions on the intended use and context of the element 
developed separately from an item shall be established

Example: A microcontroller developed separately from an item.

NOTE:  ISO 26262 as a whole cannot be applied to an element developed separately 
from an item, because functional safety is not an element property (however, an 
element of an item can be identified as safety related). 
Functional safety is an item property which can be evaluated by means of a functional 
safety assessment
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Confirmation measures: types, independency and authority

• The confirmation measures specified in Table 1 shall be performed, in 
accordance with the required level of independency, Table 2, 6.4.3.5 i), 
6.4.8 and 6.4.9

• The persons who carry out a confirmation measure shall have access 
to, and shall be supported by, the persons and organizational entities 
that carry out safety activities during the item development. 

• The persons who carry out a confirmation measure shall have access 
to the relevant information and tools.
The persons who carry out a confirmation measure shall have access 
to the relevant information and tools.

ISO 26262 – 2 : 2011







Functional safety audit
• A functional safety audit shall be carried out for items, where the 

highest ASIL of the item's safety goals is ASIL (B), C, or D, in accordance 
with 6.4.7, 6.4.3.5 i) and 6.4.8.2

• One or more persons shall be appointed to carry out one or more 
functional safety audits, in accordance with 5.4.3. The appointed 
persons shall provide a report that contains an evaluation of the 
implementation of the processes required for functional safety

• Note: If a functional safety audit is performed by a Software Process 
Improvement and Capability Determination (SPICE) assessor, then this 
functional safety audit and a SPICE assessment (see ISO/IEC 15504) can 
be performed simultaneously
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Functional safety assessment
• A functional safety assessment shall be carried out for items, where the 

highest ASIL of the item's safety goals is ASIL (B), C, or D, in accordance 
with 6.4.7 and 6.4.9.2 to 6.4.9.8. 

• A functional safety assessment shall be planned in accordance with 6.4.3.3 
and 6.4.3.5 i). 

• EXAMPLE: Agenda for a functional safety assessment given in Annex E.

• One or more persons shall be appointed to carry out a functional safety 
assessment, in accordance with 5.4.3. The appointed persons shall provide a 
report that contains a judgment of the achieved functional safetyreport that contains a judgment of the achieved functional safety

• The scope of a functional safety assessment shall include
– the work products required by the safety plan
– the processes required for functional safety
– reviewing the appropriateness and effectiveness of the implemented safety measures that 

can be assessed during the item development

• A functional safety assessment shall consider:
– the planning of the other confirmation measures [see 6.4.3.5 i)]; 
– the results from the confirmation reviews and functional safety audit(s)
– the recommendation(s) resulting from the previous functional safety assessment(s), if 

applicable (see 6.4.9.7, 6.4.9.8 and ISO 26262-8:2011, 8.4.5.2)
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7. Safety management 
after the item's release for production

• Objective
– The objective of this clause is to define the responsibilities of the organizations and 

persons responsible for functional safety after the item's release for production.

• Inputs to this clause
– The following information shall be available

• evidence of quality management in accordance with 5.5.3 -> 5.4.4 = The organizations involved in the 
execution of the safety lifecycle shall have an operational quality management system complying with a 
quality management standard, such as ISO/TS 16949, ISO 9001, or equivalent

• Requirements and recommendations• Requirements and recommendations
– Responsibilities, planning and required processes 
– The organization shall appoint persons with the responsibility and the corresponding 

authority, in accordance with 5.4.2.8, to maintain the functional safety of the item 
after its release for production

– The activities for ensuring the functional safety of the item after its release for 
production shall be planned, in accordance with ISO 26262-7, and shall be initiated 
during the product development at the system level in accordance with ISO 26262-4

– The organization shall institute, execute and maintain processes in order to maintain 
the functional safety of the item in the lifecycle phases after the release for 
production.

– The organization shall institute, execute and maintain a field monitoring process with 
respect to the item's functional safety 

– If the item changes after its release for production, the release for production in 
accordance with ISO 26262-4:2011, Clause 11, shall be reissued

ISO 26262 – 2 : 2011



Requirements and recommendations

• Responsibilities, planning and required processes

• The organization shall appoint persons with the responsibility and the
corresponding authority, in accordance with 5.4.2.8, to maintain the
functional safety of the item after its release for production

• The activities for ensuring the functional safety of the item after its
release for production shall be planned, in accordance with ISO 26262-7,
and shall be initiated during the product development at the system
level in accordance with ISO 26262-4
and shall be initiated during the product development at the system
level in accordance with ISO 26262-4

• The organization shall institute, execute and maintain processes in order
to maintain the functional safety of the item in the lifecycle phases after
the release for production.

• The organization shall institute, execute and maintain a field monitoring
process with respect to the item's functional safety

• If the item changes after its release for production, the release for
production in accordance with ISO 26262-4:2011, Clause 11, shall be
reissued

ISO 26262 – 2 : 2011



Functional safety management: overview

ISO 26262 – 2 : 2011



Examples for Evaluating a Safety Culture
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Overview of Verification reviews
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Concept PhaseConcept Phase



Contents

• Item Definition
• Initiation of the safety lifecycle
• Hazard analysis and risk assessment

Functional safety concept• Functional safety concept
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Item Definition
• Objectives

– The first objective is:
• to define and describe the item
• its dependencies on
• interaction with the environment and other items

– The second objective is:
• to support an adequate understanding of the item 
• so that the activities in subsequent phases can be performed.

• Further Supporting Information
– Any information that already exists:

• concerning the item
• a product idea
• a project sketch
• relevant patents
• the results of pre-trials
• the documentation from predecessor items
• relevant information on other independent items. 
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Item Definition - Requirements and Recommendations

• The functional and non-functional requirements of the item as well as the 
dependencies between the item and its environment shall be made 
available
– the functional concept, describing the purpose and functionality, including the operating 

modes and states of the item; 
– the operational and environmental constraints; 
– legal requirements (especially laws and regulations), national and international standards; 
– behavior achieved by similar functions, items or elements, if any
– assumptions on behavior expected from the item
– potential consequences of behavior short falls including known failure modes and hazards

• The boundary of the item, its interfaces, and the assumptions concerning 
its interaction with other items and elements, shall be defined considering:
– the elements of the item
– the assumptions concerning the effects of the item's behavior on other items or elements, 

that is the 
– environment of the item; 
– interactions of the item with other items or elements; 
– functionality required by other items, elements and the environment; 
– functionality required from other items, elements and the environment; 
– the allocation and distribution of functions among the involved systems and elements 
– the operating scenarios which impact the functionality of the item. 

ISO 26262 – 3 : 2011



Initiation of the safety lifecycle

• Objectives
– make the distinction between a new item development and a 

modification to an existing item
– define the safety lifecycle activities (ISO 26262-2:2011, Figure 2) that 

will be carried out in the case of a modification

• Inputs to this clause
– any existing information, not already covered by the item definition, 

being useful for conducting the impact analysis (Item definition being useful for conducting the impact analysis (Item definition 
stands for Requirements and Recommendations).

EXAMPLE: Product concept, requests for change, implementation 
planning, proven in use argument.
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Initiation of the safety lifecycle
Requirements and recommendations

• Determination of the development category

– It shall be determined whether the item is either a new 
development, or if it is a modification of an existing 
item or its environment:item or its environment:
• in the case of a new development, the development shall be 

continued with the hazard analysis and risk assessment in 
accordance with Clause 7

• in the case of a modification of the item or its environment the 
applicable lifecycle sub-phases and activities shall be 
determined in accordance with 6.4.2

NOTE: A proven in use argument can be applied to modification
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Initiation of the safety lifecycle
Requirements and recommendations

• Impact analysis and possible tailored safety lifecycle, in the case of modification

– An impact analysis shall be carried out in order to identify and describe the intended 
modification applied to the item or its environment and to assess the impact of these 
modifications

– The impact analysis shall identify and address areas affected by the modifications to the item 
and modifications between previous and future conditions of use of the item, including:
• operational situations and operating modes
• interfaces with the environment
• installation characteristics such as location within the vehicle, vehicle configurations and variants
• a range of environmental conditions e.g. temperature, altitude, humidity, vibrations, Electromagnetic • a range of environmental conditions e.g. temperature, altitude, humidity, vibrations, Electromagnetic 
• Interference (EMI) and fuel types

– The implication of the modification with regard to functional safety shall be identified and 
described. 

– The affected work products that need to be updated shall be identified and described. 
– The safety activities shall be tailored in accordance with the applicable lifecycle phases. 
– Tailoring shall be based on the results of the impact analysis. 
– The results of tailoring shall be included in the safety plan in accordance with ISO 26262-

2:2011, 6.4.3. 
– The affected work products shall be reworked. NOTE: The affected work products include the 

validation plan (see ISO 26262-4). 
– In the case of missing work products or work products that do not comply with ISO 26262, 

the necessary activities to reach ISO 26262 compliance shall be determined.
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Hazard analysis and risk assessment 

• Objectives
– Identify and to categorize the hazards that 

malfunctions in the item can trigger and to 
formulate the safety goals related to the formulate the safety goals related to the 
prevention or mitigation of the hazardous 
events, in order to avoid unreasonable risk

ISO 26262 – 3 : 2011



Hazard analysis and risk assessment 
Requirements and recommendations

• Initiation of the hazard analysis and risk assessment 
– The hazard analysis and risk assessment shall be based on the item 

definition.
– The item without internal safety mechanisms shall be evaluated during 

the hazard analysis and risk assessment

• Situation analysis and hazard identification
– Situation analysis– Situation analysis

• The operational situations and operating modes in which an item's malfunctioning 
behavior will result in a hazardous event shall be described, both for cases when the 
vehicle is correctly used and when it is incorrectly used in a foreseeable way

– Hazard identification
• The hazards shall be determined systematically by using adequate techniques
• Hazards shall be defined in terms of the conditions or behavior that can be observed 

at the vehicle level
• The hazardous events shall be determined for relevant combinations of operational 

situations and hazards
• The consequences of hazardous events shall be identified

– Classification of hazardous events (Continue on next page)
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Hazard analysis and risk assessment 
Requirements and recommendations

• Situation analysis and hazard identification (Continue)
– Classification of hazardous events

• All hazardous events identified in 7.4.2.3 shall be classified, except those that are 
outside the scope of ISO 26262.

• The severity of potential harm shall be estimated based on a defined rationale 
for each hazardous event. The severity shall be assigned to one of the severity 
classes S0, S1, S2 or S3 in accordance with Table 1.

• The severity class S0 may be assigned if the hazard analysis determines that the 

ISO 26262 – 3 : 2011

• The severity class S0 may be assigned if the hazard analysis determines that the 
consequences of a malfunctioning behavior of the item are clearly limited to 
material damage and do not involve harm to persons. If a hazard is assigned to 
severity class S0, no ASIL assignment is required.

• The probability of exposure of each operational situation shall be estimated 
based on a defined rationale for each hazardous event. The probability of 
exposure shall be assigned to one of the probability classes, E0, E1, E2, E3 and 
E4, in accordance with Table 2.

• The number of vehicles equipped with the item shall not be considered when 
estimating the probability of exposure



Hazard analysis and risk assessment 
Requirements and recommendations

• Situation analysis and hazard identification (Continue)
– Classification of hazardous events

• The probability of exposure of each operational situation shall be estimated 
based on a defined rationale for each hazardous event. The probability of 
exposure shall be assigned to one of the probability classes, E0, E1, E2, E3 and 
E4, in accordance with Table 2.

• The number of vehicles equipped with the item shall not be considered when 
estimating the probability of exposure

ISO 26262 – 3 : 2011

estimating the probability of exposure
• Class E0 may be used for those situations that are suggested during hazard 

analysis and risk assessment, but which are considered to be extremely unusual, 
or incredible, and therefore not followed up. A rationale shall be recorded for 
the exclusion of these situations. If a hazard is assigned to exposure class E0, no 
ASIL assignment is required



Hazard analysis and risk assessment 
Requirements and recommendations

• Situation analysis and hazard identification (Continue)
– Classification of hazardous events

• The controllability of each hazardous event, by the driver or other persons 
potentially at risk, shall be estimated based on a defined rationale for each 
hazardous event. The controllability shall be assigned to one of the 
controllability classes C0, C1, C2 and C3 in accordance with Table 3.

• Class C0 may be used for hazards addressing the unavailability of the item if 
they do not affect the safe operation of the vehicle (e.g. some driver assistance 

ISO 26262 – 3 : 2011

they do not affect the safe operation of the vehicle (e.g. some driver assistance 
systems). Class C0 may also be assigned if dedicated regulations exist that 
specify the functional performance with respect to a defined hazard, and C0 is 
argued using the corresponding existing experience concerning sufficient 
controllability. If a hazard is assigned to the controllability class C0, no ASIL 
assignment is required. 



Hazard analysis and risk assessment 
Requirements and recommendations

• Situation analysis and hazard identification (Continue)
– Determination of ASIL and safety goals

• An ASIL shall be determined for each hazardous event using the parameters 
"severity", "probability of exposure" and "controllability" in accordance with Table 4.

• It shall be ensured that the chosen level of detail of the list of operational 
situations does not lead to an inappropriate lowering of the ASIL of the 
corresponding safety goals.
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Hazard analysis and risk assessment 
Requirements and recommendations

• Situation analysis and hazard identification (Continue)
– Verification

• The hazard analysis, risk assessment and the safety goals shall be verified in 
accordance with ISO 26262-8:2011, Clause 9, to show their:

– completeness with regard to situations (7.4.2.1) and hazards (7.4.2.2); 
– compliance with the item definition; 
– consistency with related hazard analyses and risk assessments; 
– completeness of the coverage of the hazardous events; and 
– consistency of the assigned ASILs with the corresponding hazardous events.

ISO 26262 – 3 : 2011

– consistency of the assigned ASILs with the corresponding hazardous events.



Functional safety concept
• Objectives

– The objective of the functional safety concept is to derive the functional 
safety requirements, from the safety goals, and to allocate them to the 
preliminary architectural elements of the item, or to external measures.

• General
– It complies with the safety goals
– contains safety measures
– safety mechanisms
– implemented in the item’s architectural elements and specified in the 

ISO 26262 – 3 : 2011

– implemented in the item’s architectural elements and specified in the 
functional safety requirements

– The functional safety concept addresses:
• fault detection and failure mitigation; 
• transitioning to a safe state; 
• fault tolerance mechanisms, where a fault does not lead directly to the violation of the 

safety goal(s) and 
• which maintains the item in a safe state (with or without degradation); 
• fault detection and driver warning in order to reduce the risk exposure time to an 

acceptable interval (e.g. engine malfunction indicator lamp, ABS fault warning lamp)
• arbitration logic to select the most appropriate control request from multiple requests 

generated simultaneously by different functions.



Safety goals are determined as a result of the 
hazard analysis and risk assessment (Hierarchical Approach)
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Structure of the Safety Requirements
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Requirements and recommendations 
• Derivation of functional safety requirements

– The functional safety requirements shall be derived from the safety 
goals and safe states, taking into account the preliminary 
architectural assumptions

– At least one functional safety requirement shall be specified for each 
safety goal

– Each functional safety requirement shall be specified by considering 
the following, if applicable:the following, if applicable:
• operating modes; 
• fault tolerant time interval; 
• safe states; 
• emergency operation interval, and 
• functional redundancies

– If a safe state cannot be reached by a transition within an 
acceptable time interval, an emergency operation shall be specified

– The warning and degradation concept shall be specified as 
functional safety requirements
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Requirements and recommendations 
• Allocation of functional safety requirements

– The functional safety requirements shall be allocated to the elements of 
the preliminary architectural assumptions:

– During the course of allocation, the ASIL and information given in 
8.4.2.3 shall be inherited from the associated safety goal or, if ASIL 
decomposition is applied, from the level above. 

– If several functional safety requirements are allocated to the same 
architectural element, then the architectural element shall be developed 
in accordance with the highest ASIL for those safety requirements if 
architectural element, then the architectural element shall be developed 
in accordance with the highest ASIL for those safety requirements if 
independence or freedom from interference cannot be argued in the 
preliminary architecture. 

– If the item comprises more than one system, then the functional safety 
requirements for the individual systems and their interfaces shall be 
specified, considering the preliminary architectural assumptions. 

– These functional safety requirements shall be allocated to the systems. 

– If ASIL decomposition is applied during the allocation of the functional 
safety requirements, then it shall be applied in accordance with ISO 
26262-9:2011 ISO 26262 – 3 : 2011



Requirements and recommendations 

• Validation
– The acceptance criteria for safety validation of the item shall be 

specified based on the functional safety requirements

• Verification of the functional safety concept
– The functional safety concept shall be verified in accordance with – The functional safety concept shall be verified in accordance with 

ISO 26262-8:2011
• its consistency and compliance with the safety goals
• its ability to mitigate or avoid the hazardous events
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Annex B
Hazard analysis and risk assessment

• For this analytical approach, a risk (R) can be described as a function (F), with
the frequency of occurrence (f) of a hazardous event, the ability to avoid
specific harm or damage through timely reactions of the persons involved, that
is the controllability (C) and the potential severity (S) of the resulting harm or
damage:

• For this analytical approach, a risk (R) can be described as a function (F), with• For this analytical approach, a risk (R) can be described as a function (F), with
the frequency of occurrence (f) of a hazardous event, the ability to avoid
specific harm or damage through timely reactions of the persons involved, that
is the controllability (C) and the potential severity (S) of the resulting harm or
damage:

• Hazard analysis and risk assessment is concerned with setting requirements for
the item such that unreasonable risk is avoided
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Product development at the 

system levelsystem level
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Main Contents

• Initiation of product development at the system level

• Specification of the technical safety requirements

• System design

• Item integration and testing

• Safety validation

• Functional safety assessment

• Release for production
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Initiation of product development at the system level

• Objectives
– The objective of the initiation of the product development at the 

system level is to determine and plan the functional safety activities 
during the individual sub-phases of system development. This also 
includes the necessary supporting processes described in ISO 26262-8.

– Planning of system-level safety activities will be included in the safety – Planning of system-level safety activities will be included in the safety 
plan

• Prerequisites: The following information shall be available: 
– Project plan (refined) in accordance with ISO 26262-2:2011, 6.5.2; 
– Safety plan in accordance with ISO 26262-3:2011, 6.5.2; 
– Functional safety assessment plan in accordance with ISO 26262-

2:2011, 6.5.4; and 
– Functional safety concept in accordance with ISO 26262-3:2011, 8.5.1. 
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Initiation of product development at the system level

• During System Design System
Architecture is established

• The technical safety requirements are
allocated to hardware and software [if
applicable, on other technologies]

• When the development is done the
hardware and software elements are
integrated and tested to form an item
that is then integrated into a vehiclethat is then integrated into a vehicle

• Once integrated at the vehicle level,
safety validation is performed to
provide evidence of functional safety
with respect to the safety goals

• ISO 26262-5 and ISO 26262-6
describe the development
requirements for hardware and
software
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Example of a product development at the system level
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Requirements and recommendations

• The safety activities for the product development at the system level shall 
be planned including determination of appropriate methods and 
measures during design and integration

• The validation activities shall be planned

• The functional safety assessment activities for the product development • The functional safety assessment activities for the product development 
at the system level shall be planned (see also ISO 26262-2)

• The tailoring of the lifecycle for product development at system level 
shall be performed in accordance with ISO 26262-2
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6 Specification of the technical safety requirements

• Objectives
– The first objective of this sub-phase is to specify the technical safety

requirements. The technical safety requirements specification refines the
functional safety concept, considering both the functional concept and the
preliminary architectural assumptions (see ISO 26262-3)

– The second objective is to verify through analysis that the technical safety
requirements comply with the functional safety requirements.

• General
– Within the overall development lifecycle, the technical safety requirements are

the technical requirements necessary to implement the functional safety concept,
with the intention being to detail the item-level functional safety requirements
the technical requirements necessary to implement the functional safety concept,
with the intention being to detail the item-level functional safety requirements
into the system-level technical safety requirements.

• Requirements and recommendations
– Specification of the technical safety requirements
– Safety mechanisms
– ASIL Decomposition - If ASIL decomposition is applied during the specification

of the technical safety requirements it shall be applied in accordance with ISO
26262-9:2011, (Requirements decomposition with respect to ASIL tailoring).

– Production, operation, maintenance and decommissioning
– Verification and validation
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Specification of the technical safety requirements 

• The technical safety requirements shall be specified in accordance with 
the functional safety concept:
– the external interfaces, such as communication and user interfaces, if 

applicable; 
– the constraints, e.g. environmental conditions or functional constraints; and 
– the system configuration requirements.

• If other functions or requirements are implemented by the system or its • If other functions or requirements are implemented by the system or its 
elements, in addition to those functions for which technical safety 
requirements are specified in accordance with 6.4.1 (Specification of the 
technical safety requirements), then these functions or requirements shall 
be specified or references made to their specification.

• The technical safety requirements shall specify safety-related 
dependencies between systems or item elements and between the item 
and other systems
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Safety mechanisms
• The technical safety requirements shall specify the response of the system or 

elements to stimuli that affect the achievement of safety goals. This includes 
failures and relevant combinations of stimuli in combination with each relevant 
operating mode and defined system state
– EXAMPLE: The Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) ECU disables the ACC functionality if informed by the 

brake system ECU that the Vehicle Stability Control functionality is unavailable.

• The technical safety requirements shall specify the necessary safety mechanisms:
– the measures relating to the detection, indication and control of faults in the system itself
– the measures relating to the detection, indication and control of faults in external devices that 

interact with the system
EXAMPLE: External devices include other electronic control units, power supply or communication EXAMPLE: External devices include other electronic control units, power supply or communication 
devices

– the measures that enable the system to achieve or maintain a safe state
– the measures to detail and implement the warning and degradation concept 
– the measures which prevent faults from being latent (Avoidance of latent faults)

• For each safety mechanism that enables an item to achieve or maintain a safe 
state the following shall be specified: 
– the transition to the safe state
– the fault tolerant time interval
– the emergency operation interval, if the safe state cannot be reached immediately

EXAMPLE 1: Switching off can be an emergency operation
– the measures to maintain the safe state

EXAMPLE 2: A safety mechanism for a brake-by-wire application, which depends on the power 
supply, can include the specification of a secondary power supply or storage device
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Avoidance of latent faults
• This requirement applies to ASILs (A), (B), C, and D. if applicable, safety 

mechanisms shall be specified to prevent faults from being latent

EXAMPLE: On-board tests are safety mechanisms which verify the status 
of components during the different operation modes such as power-up, 
power-down, at runtime or in an additional test mode to detect latent 
faults. Valve, relay or lamp function tests that take place during power up 
routines are examples of such on-board tests.

• This requirement applies to ASILs (A), (B), C and D, to avoid multiple-
point failures, the multiple-point fault detection interval shall be specified 
for each safety mechanism
Following Parameters should be considered:
– the reliability of the hardware component with consideration given to its role in the 

architecture; 
– the probability of exposure of the corresponding hazardous event(s); 
– the specified quantitative target values for the maximum probability of violation of each 

safety goal due to 
– hardware random failures
– the assigned ASIL of the related safety goal.
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Verification and validation

• The technical safety requirements shall be verified in accordance with ISO 
26262-8:2011, to provide evidence for their:
– compliance and consistency with the functional safety concept
– compliance with the preliminary architectural design assumptions

The criteria for safety validation of the item shall be refined based on the • The criteria for safety validation of the item shall be refined based on the 
technical safety requirements
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7 System design

• Objectives 
– Develop the system design and the technical safety concept that comply 

with the functional requirements and the technical safety requirements 
specification of the item

– Verify that the system design and the technical safety concept comply with 
the technical safety requirements specificationthe technical safety requirements specification

• General
– The development of the system design and the technical safety concept is 

based on the technical safety requirements specification derived from the 
functional safety concept. This sub-phase can be applied iteratively, if the 
system is comprised of subsystems.

– safety-related and non-safety-related requirements are handled within one 
development process
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System design specification and technical 
safety concept

• With regard to the implementation of the technical safety 
requirements the following shall be considered in the 
system design:
– the ability to verify the system design
– the technical capability of the intended hardware and software 

design with regard to the achievement of functional safety
– the ability to execute tests during system integration

Measures for the avoidance of systematic failures • Measures for the avoidance of systematic failures 

• Identified internal and external causes of systematic 
failures shall be eliminated or their effects mitigated
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System architectural design constraints
• To reduce systematic failures, well-trusted automotive systems 

design principles should be applied. These may include the 
following
– re-use of well-trusted technical safety concepts; 
– re-use of well-trusted designs for elements, including hardware and 

software components
– re-use of well-trusted mechanisms for the detection and control of failures
– re-use of well-trusted or standardized interfaces.

• To ensure the suitability of well-trusted design principles or 
elements in the new item, the results of their application shall be 
analyzed and the underlying assumptions checked before reuse
– This requirement applies to ASIL D: a decision not to re-use well-trusted 

design principles should be justified
– This requirement applies to ASILs (A), (B), C, and D, in order to avoid failures 

resulting from high complexity, the architectural design shall exhibit all of 
the following properties
• modularity; 
• adequate level of granularity
• simplicity. 
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Measures for control of random hardware 
failures during operation

• Measures for detection and control, or mitigation of random hardware 
failures shall be specified
EXAMPLE 1: Such measures can be hardware diagnostic features and their usage by the 
software to detect random hardware failures
EXAMPLE 2: A hardware design which directly leads to the safe state in the case of a 
random hardware failure controls a failure even without detection

• This requirement applies to ASILs (B), C, and D, the target values for 
single-point fault metric and latent-point fault metric, shall be specified 
for final evaluation at the item levelfor final evaluation at the item level

• This requirement applies to ASILs (B), C, and D, in accordance with 
4.3:one of the alternative procedures of evaluation of violation of the 
safety goal due to random hardware failures shall be chosen and the 
target values shall be specified for final evaluation at item level

• This requirement applies to ASILs (B), C, and D, appropriate target values 
for failure rates and diagnostic coverage should be specified at element 
level in order to comply with:
– the target values of the metrics in ISO 26262-5:2011, Clause 8; and 
– the procedures in ISO 26262-5:2011
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Allocation to hardware and software
• The technical safety requirements shall be allocated directly or by 

further refinement to hardware, software or both
• If technical safety requirements are allocated to custom hardware 

elements that incorporate programmable behavior (such as ASICs, FPGA 
or other forms of digital hardware) an adequate development process, 
combining requirements from ISO 26262-5 and ISO 26262-6, should be 
defined and implemented.

Hardware-software interface specification (HSI) 
• The HSI specification shall specify the hardware and software interaction and be • The HSI specification shall specify the hardware and software interaction and be 

consistent with the technical safety concept. The HSI specification shall include 
the component's hardware devices that are controlled by software and 
hardware resources that support the execution of software
The HSI specification shall include the following characteristics:
– the relevant operating modes of hardware devices and the relevant configuration parameters; 

EXAMPLE 1 Operating modes of hardware devices such as: default, init, test or advanced modes. 
EXAMPLE 2 Configuration parameters such as: gain control, band pass frequency or clock 
prescaler. 

– the hardware features that ensure the independence between elements and that support software 
partitioning; 

– shared and exclusive use of hardware resources (such as Memory mapping, allocation of registers, 
timers, interrupts, I/O ports)

– the access mechanism to hardware devices (such as Serial, parallel, slave, master/slave) 
– the timing constraints defined for each service involved in the technical safety concept
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Requirements for production, operation, service and 
decommissioning

• Diagnostic features shall be specified to provide the required data that 
enables field monitoring for the item or its elements during operation, 
with consideration being given to the results of safety analyses and the 
implemented safety mechanisms. 

• To maintain functional safety, diagnostic features shall be specified that 
allow fault identification by workshop staff when servicing is neededallow fault identification by workshop staff when servicing is needed

• The requirements for production, operation, service and decommissioning, 
identified during the system design. These include:
– the assembly instructions requirements; 
– the safety-related special characteristics; 
– the requirements dedicated to ensure proper identification of systems or elements

EXAMPLE 1 Labelling of elements. 
– the verification methods and measures for production; 
– the service requirements including diagnostic data and service notes; and 
– the decommissioning requirements. 
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Verification of system design 

• The system design shall be verified for compliance and completeness
with regard to the technical safety concept using the verification
methods listed in Table 3

• Newly identified hazards by the system design not covered in a
safety goal shall be introduced and evaluated in the hazard analysis
and risk assessment in accordance with ISO 26262-3 and the change
management process in ISO 26262-8:2011
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8 Item integration and testing
• Objectives

– The integration and testing phase comprises three phases and two 
primary goals as described below: 
• The first phase is the integration of the hardware and software of each element 

that the item comprises. 
• The second phase is the integration of the elements that comprise an item to 

form a complete system. 
• The third phase is the integration of the item with other systems within a vehicle 

and with the vehicle itself. and with the vehicle itself. 

– The first objective of the integration process is to test compliance 
with each safety requirement in accordance with its specification 
and ASIL classification.

– The second objective is to verify that the “System design” covering 
the safety requirements (System design) are correctly implemented 
by the entire item.
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Planning and specification of integration and testing
• To demonstrate that the system design is compliant with the functional and 

technical safety requirements, integration testing activities shall be performed 
in accordance with ISO 26262-8:2011
– the correct implementation of functional safety and technical safety requirements
– the correct functional performance, accuracy and timing of safety mechanisms 
– the consistent and correct implementation of interfaces
– the effectiveness of a safety mechanism's diagnostic or failure coverage
– the level of robustness

• An integration and test strategy shall be defined, which is based on • An integration and test strategy shall be defined, which is based on 
– the system design specification
– the functional safety concept
– the technical safety concept 
– the item integration
– the testing plan and provides evidence that the test goals are covered sufficiently

• The test equipment shall be subject to the control of a monitoring quality 
system

• Each functional and technical safety requirement shall be verified (if 
applicable by testing) at least once in the complete integration sub-phase. 
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Hardware-software integration and testing 
• The hardware developed in accordance with ISO 26262-5 and the 

software developed in accordance with ISO 26262-6 shall be integrated 
to be used as the subject of the test activities in Tables 4 to 8. 
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Correct implementation of technical safety requirements 
at the hardware-software level 
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Correct functional performance, accuracy and timing 
of safety mechanisms at the hardware-software level

Consistent and correct implementation of external Consistent and correct implementation of external 
and internal interfaces at the hardware-software level
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Effectiveness of a safety mechanism's diagnostic 
coverage at the hardware-software level

Level of robustness at the hardware-software level 
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Vehicle Integration and Testing
• The item shall be integrated into the vehicle and the vehicle integration tests

shall be completed
• The verification of the interface specification of the item with the in-vehicle

communication network and the in-vehicle power supply network shall be
performed

• To detect systematic faults during vehicle integration, the test goals, addressed
by the application of adequate test methods as given in the corresponding
tables

• The correct implementation of the functional safety requirements at the vehicle
level shall be demonstrated using feasible test methods (Table below)

• The correct implementation of the functional safety requirements at the vehicle
level shall be demonstrated using feasible test methods (Table below)
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Consistent and correct implementation of internal 
and external interfaces at the vehicle level

Effectiveness of a safety mechanism's failure coverage at the vehicle levelEffectiveness of a safety mechanism's failure coverage at the vehicle level
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Level of robustness at the vehicle level
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9 Safety validation

• Objectives
– The first objective is to provide evidence of compliance with the safety goals

and that the functional safety concepts are appropriate for the functional
safety of the item

– The second objective is to provide evidence that the safety goals are correct,
complete and fully achieved at the vehicle level

• The validation plan shall be refined, including:
– the configuration of the item subjected to validation including its calibration

data
– the specification of validation procedures, test cases, driving maneuvers, and

acceptance criteria
– the equipment and the required environmental conditions
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Execution of validation
• If testing is used for validation, then the same

requirements as provided for verification testing may be
applied

• The safety goals of the item shall be validated at the
vehicle level by evaluating the following:
– the controllability
– the effectiveness of safety measures for controlling random and

systematic failuressystematic failures
– the effectiveness of the external measures
– the effectiveness of the elements of other technologies

• Evaluation
– The results of the validation shall be evaluated
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10  Functional safety assessment
• The following information shall be available

– safety case in accordance with ISO 26262-2:2011 
– safety plan (refined) in accordance with ISO 26262-5:2011 and ISO 

26262-6:2011 
– confirmation measure reports in accordance with ISO 26262-2:2011
– audit report if available in accordance with ISO 26262-2:2011
– functional safety assessment plan (refined)

• Requirements and recommendation
– This requirement applies to ASILs (B), C, and D of the safety goal: for 

each step of the safety lifecycle in ISO 26262-2:2011, the specific 
topics to be addressed by the functional safety assessment shall be 
identified

– This requirement applies to ASILs (B), C, and D of the safety goal: the 
functional safety assessment shall be conducted in accordance with 
ISO 26262-2:2011 (Functional safety assessment).
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11  Release for production
• Objective

– The objective of this clause is to specify the release for production criteria at 
the completion of the item development. The release for production confirms 
that the item complies with the requirements for functional safety at the 
vehicle level

• General
– The release for production confirms that the item is ready for series-

production and operation
– The release for production confirms that the item is ready for series-

production and operation
– The evidence of compliance with the prerequisites for serial production is 

provided by:
• The completion of the verification and validation during the development at the hardware, 

software, system, item and vehicle level
• The successful overall assessment of functional safety

– This release documentation forms a basis for the production of the 
components, systems or vehicles, and is signed by the person responsible for 
the release.
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Documentation for release for production

• The documentation of functional safety for release for production
shall include the following information:
– the name and signature of the person responsible for release;
– the version(s) of the released item;
– the configuration of the released item;
– references to associated documents; and
– the release date.

• At release for production, a baseline for software and a baseline for
hardware shall be available, and that shall be documented in
accordance with ISO 26262-8:2011

• Identified safety anomalies shall be addressed in accordance with
ISO 26262-2:2011
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Annex B
Overview on interaction with the hardware-software interfaces
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5 Initiation of product development at the hardware level

• Objectives
– Determine and plan the functional safety activities during the 

individual sub-phases of hardware development

• The necessary activities and processes for the product 
development at the hardware level include:
– Hardware implementation of the technical safety concept
– The analysis of potential fault and their effects

Coordination with software development– Coordination with software development

• Requirements and Recommendations
– The hardware development process for the hardware of the item, 

including methods and tools, shall be consistent across all sub-
phases of the hardware development, and consistent with system 
and software sub-phases 

– The reuse of hardware components, or the use of qualified hardware 
components or parts, shall be identified and the resulting tailoring 
of the safety activities shall be described 
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Reference Phase model for the product development at 
the hardware level
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6 Specification of Hardware Safety Requirements

• Objectives
– Specify the hardware safety requirements.
• Technical safety concept
• System design specification

– Verify that the hardware safety requirements are 
consistent with the technical safety concept and consistent with the technical safety concept and 
the system design specification
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Requirements and Recommendations
• A hardware safety requirements specification for the hardware elements of the item shall 

be derived from the technical safety requirements allocated to hardware 
• The hardware safety requirements specification shall include each hardware requirement 

that relates to safety, including the following: 
– the hardware safety requirements and relevant attributes of safety mechanisms to control internal failures of the 

hardware of the element, this includes internal safety mechanisms to cover transient faults when shown to be 
relevant due, for instance, to the technology used

– the hardware safety requirements and relevant attributes of safety mechanisms to ensure the element is tolerant 
to failures external to the element

– the hardware safety requirements and relevant attributes of safety mechanisms to comply with the safety 
requirements of other elements

– the hardware safety requirements and relevant attributes of safety mechanisms to detect and signal internal or 
external failures

– the hardware safety requirements not specifying safety mechanisms– the hardware safety requirements not specifying safety mechanisms

• The criteria for design verification of the hardware of the item or element shall be 
specified, including environmental conditions (temperature, vibration, EMI, etc.), specific 
operational environment (supply voltage, mission profile, etc.) and component specific 
requirements: 
– for verification by qualification for hardware components or part of intermediate complexity
– for verification by testing

• The hardware safety requirements shall comply with the fault tolerant time interval for 
safety mechanisms 

• The hardware safety requirements shall comply with the multiple-point fault detection 
interval 

• The persons responsible for hardware and software development shall be jointly 
responsible for the verification of the adequacy of the refined HSI specification 
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7 Hardware Design

• Hardware design includes hardware architectural design and hardware 
detailed design:
– Hardware architectural design represents all hardware components and 

their interactions with one another 
– Hardware detailed design is at the level of electrical schematics 

representing the interconnections between hardware parts composing the 
hardware components

• In order to develop a single hardware design both 
hardware safety requirements as well as all non-safety 
requirements have to be complied with.
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Hardware Architectural Design
• Each hardware component shall inherit the highest ASIL from the 

hardware safety requirements it implements
• If ASIL decomposition is applied to the hardware safety requirements 

during hardware architectural design 
• If a hardware element is made of sub-elements that have different 

ASILs assigned, or sub-elements that have no ASIL assigned and 
safety-related sub-elements, then each of these shall be treated in 
accordance with the highest ASIL

• The traceability between the hardware safety requirements and their • The traceability between the hardware safety requirements and their 
implementation shall be maintained down to the lowest level of 
hardware components 

• In order to avoid failures resulting from high complexity the hardware 
architectural design shall exhibit the following properties:
– Modularity
– Adequate level of granularity
– Simplicity

• During a hardware architectural design non-functional causes for 
failures should be considered (temperature, water, dust, cross-talk …)
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Properties of modular hardware design
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Hardware detailed design
• In order to avoid common design faults, relevant lessons learned shall be 

applied in accordance with ISO 26262-2:2011, 5.4.2.7 
• The operating conditions of the hardware parts used in the hardware detailed 

design shall comply with the specification of their environmental and 
operational limits. 

• Robust design principles should be considered 

NOTE: Robust design principles can be shown by use of checklists based on 
QM methods 

• Safety analysis
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8 Evaluation of the hardware architectural metrics

• Objective
– Evaluate the hardware architecture of the item against the requirements for 

fault handling as represented by the hardware architectural metrics

• Hardware Architectural metrics are defined to achieve the 
following objectives:
– be objectively assessable: metrics are verifiable and precise enough to differentiate 

between different architectures; 
– support evaluation of the final design (the precise calculations are done with the – support evaluation of the final design (the precise calculations are done with the 

detailed hardware design); 
– make available ASIL dependent pass/fail criteria for the hardware architecture; 
– reveal whether or not the coverage by the safety mechanisms, to prevent risk from 

single-point or residual faults in the hardware architecture, is sufficient (single-point 
fault metric); 

– reveal whether or not the coverage by the safety mechanisms, to prevent risk from 
latent faults in the hardware architecture, is sufficient (latent-fault metric); 

– address single-point faults, residual faults and latent faults; 
– ensure robustness concerning uncertainty of hardware failure rates; 
– be limited to safety-related elements; and 
– support usage on different element levels, e.g. target values can be assigned to 

suppliers' hardware elements. 
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9 Evaluation of safety goal violations due to 
random hardware failures

• Objectives
– Make available criteria that can be used in a rationale that the residual risk of a 

safety goal violation, due to random hardware failures of the item, is sufficiently low 
(“Sufficiently low” means “comparable to residual risks on items already in use”)

• Two Methods to evaluate whether residual risk of safety goal violations 
is sufficiently low:
– Probabilistic Metric for random Hardware Failures (PMHF), to evaluate the violation of 

the considered safety goal using quantified FTA and to compare the result of this 
quantification with a target value

– Individual Evaluation of each residual and single-point fault, and of each dual-point 
failure leading to the violation of the considered safety goal
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Evaluation of Probabilistic Metric for random Hardware Failures (PMHF)

• Quantitative target values for violation of each safety goal due to random 
hardware failures as required in ISO 26262-4:2011

• Quantitative target values should be expressed in terms of average probability per hour 
over the operational lifetime of the item

• A quantitative analysis of the hardware architecture with respect to the single-point, 
residual and dual-point faults shall provide evidence that target values of requirement 
have been achieved. Quantitative analysis shall consider:
– The architecture of the item
– Estimated failure rate for the failure modes of each hardware part that would cause a single-point fault or 

residual fault
– Estimated failure rate for the failure modes of each hardware part that would cause a dual-point fault
– The diagnostic coverage of safety-related hardware elements by safety mechanisms; and 
– The exposure duration in the case of dual-point faults 
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Evaluation of each cause of safety goal violation
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Evaluation of each cause of safety goal violation

• The procedure to be applied for dual-point failures is 
illustrated by the flowchart in Figure 4. Each dual-point 
failure is first evaluated regarding its plausibility. 
– A dual-point failure is considered not plausible if both faults 

leading to the failure are detected or perceived in a sufficiently 
short time with sufficient coverage. 

– If the dual-point failure is plausible, the faults causing it are 
then evaluated using criteria combining occurrence of the fault 
and coverage of the safety mechanisms. 

• The evaluation procedures described in Figures 3 and 4 
apply to the hardware parts (transistors, etc.) level 

• NOTE For complex hardware parts like microcontrollers, it 
can be appropriate to apply this procedure on a more 
detailed level like CPU, RAM, ROM, etc
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10 Hardware Integration and Testing
• Objectives

– Ensure by testing, the compliance of the developed hardware with the hardware 
safety requirements

• Requirements and recommendations
– Hardware integration and testing activities shall be performed in accordance 

with ISO 26262-8:2011 
– Hardware integration and testing activities shall be coordinated with the item – Hardware integration and testing activities shall be coordinated with the item 

integration and testing plan given in ISO 26262-4:2011 
– The test equipment shall be subject to the control of a monitoring quality system 
– To enable the appropriate specification of test cases for the selected hardware 

integration tests, test cases shall be derived using an appropriate combination of 
methods listed in Table 10

– The hardware integration and testing activities shall verify the completeness and 
correctness of the implementation of the safety mechanisms with respect to the 
hardware safety requirements 

– The hardware integration and testing activities shall verify robustness of hardware 
against external stresses 
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Failure mode classifications of a hardware element
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Initiation of Product Development at the software level
• Objective

– The objective of this sub-phase is to plan and initiate the functional safety activities 
for the sub-phases of the software development

• Requirements and recommendations
– The activities and the determination of appropriate methods for the product 

development at the software level shall be planned
– The tailoring of the lifecycle for product development at the software level shall be 

performed in accordance with ISO 26262-2:2011, 6.4.5, and based on the reference 
phase model

– If developing configurable software, Annex C shall be applied– If developing configurable software, Annex C shall be applied
– For each sub-phase of software development, the selection of the following, 

including guidelines for their application, shall be carried out:
• Methods
• Corresponding tools

– The criteria that shall be considered when selecting a suitable modeling or 
programming language are:
• an unambiguous definition
• the support for embedded real time software and runtime error handling
• the support for modularity, abstraction and structured construct

– Note 2: Assembly languages can be used for those parts of the software where the 
use of high-level programming languages is not appropriate, such as low-level 
software with interfaces to the hardware, interrupt handlers, or time-critical 
algorithms
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Initiation of Product Development at the software level
Requirements and Recommendations

• To support the correctness of the design and implementation, the design and 
coding guidelines for the modelling, or programming languages, shall address 
the topics listed in Table 1
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6 Specification of software safety requirements

• Objectives
– The first objective of this sub-phase is to specify the software safety 

requirements. They are derived from the technical safety concept and the 
system design specification

– The second objective is to detail the hardware-software interface 
requirements initiated in ISO 26262-4:2011

– The third objective is to verify that the software safety requirements and 
the hardware-software interface requirements are consistent with the 
technical safety concept and the system design specificationtechnical safety concept and the system design specification

• General
– The technical safety requirements are refined and allocated to hardware 

and software during the system design phase given in ISO 26262-4:2011
– The specification of the software safety requirements considers constraints 

of the hardware and the impact of these constraints on the software
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Requirements and Recommendations
• The software safety requirements shall address each software-based function whose 

failure could lead to a violation of a technical safety requirement allocated to 
software

• EXAMPLE. Functions whose failure could lead to a violation of a safety requirement 
can be: 
– functions that enable the system to achieve or maintain a safe state
– functions related to the detection, indication and handling of faults of safety-related hardware elements
– functions related to the detection, notification and mitigation of faults in the software itself
– functions related to on-board and off-board tests
– functions that allow modifications of the software during production and service– functions that allow modifications of the software during production and service
– functions related to performance or time-critical operations

• The specification of the software safety requirements shall be derived from the 
technical safety concept and the system design in accordance with ISO 26262-
4:2011,and shall consider:
– the specification and management of safety requirements in accordance with ISO 26262-8:2011
– the specified system and hardware configurations
– the hardware-software interface specification
– the relevant requirements of the hardware design specification
– the timing constraints
– the external interfaces
– each operating mode of the vehicle, the system, or the hardware, having an impact on the software
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Requirements and Recommendations

• If ASIL decomposition is applied to the software safety requirements, ISO 
26262-9:2011, shall be complied with

• The hardware-software interface specification initiated in ISO 26262-4:2011, 
Clause 7, shall be detailed down to a level allowing the correct control and 
usage of hardware, and shall describe each safety-related dependency 
between hardware and software

• The verification of the software safety requirements and of the refined 
specification of the hardware software interface shall be planned in 
accordance with ISO 26262-8:2011
specification of the hardware software interface shall be planned in 
accordance with ISO 26262-8:2011

• The refined hardware-software interface specification shall be verified 
jointly by the persons responsible for the system, hardware and software 
development

• The software safety requirements and the refined hardware-software 
interface requirements shall be verified in accordance with ISO 26262-
8:2011:
– compliance and consistency with the technical safety requirements
– compliance with the system design
– consistency with the hardware-software interface
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7 Software Architecture Design

• Objectives
– The first objective of this sub-phase is to develop a software architectural 

design that realizes the software safety requirements
– The second objective of this sub-phase is to verify the software 

architectural design

• General
software architectural design represents all software components and – software architectural design represents all software components and 
their interactions in a hierarchical structure.

– Static aspects, such as interfaces and data paths between all software 
components, as well as dynamic aspects, such as process sequences and 
timing behaviors are described

NOTE: The software architectural design is not necessarily limited to one 
microcontroller or ECU, and is related to the technical safety concept and 
system design. The software architecture for each microcontroller is also 
addressed by this chapter.
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Requirements and Recommendations

• To ensure that the software architectural design captures the information 
necessary to allow the subsequent development activities to be performed 
correctly and effectively, the software architectural design shall be described 
with appropriate levels of abstraction by using the notations for software 
architectural design listed in Table 2

• During the development of the software architectural design the following shall 
be considered:
– the verifiability of the software architectural design 
– the suitability for configurable software
– the feasibility for the design and implementation of the software units
– the testability of the software architecture during software integration testing
– the maintainability of the software architectural design
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Requirements and Recommendations

• In order to avoid failures resulting from high complexity, the software architectural 
design shall exhibit the following properties by use of the principles listed in Table 3
– modularity; 
– encapsulation
– simplicity.
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Requirements and Recommendations

• Every safety-related software component shall be categorized as one of the 
following: 
– newly developed; 
– reused with modifications; or 
– reused without modifications. 

• Safety-related software components that are newly developed or reused with 
modifications shall be developed in accordance with ISO 26262

• Safety analysis shall be carried out at the software architectural level in 
accordance with ISO 26262-9:2011, Clause 8, in order to:accordance with ISO 26262-9:2011, Clause 8, in order to:
– identify or confirm the safety-related parts of the software
– support the specification and verify the efficiency of the safety mechanisms
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5 Production

• Objectives
– develop and maintain a production process for safety-related elements or items that 

are intended to be installed in road vehicles
– achieve functional safety during the production process by the relevant manufacturer 

or the person or organization responsible for the process

• General
– The Compliance with safety-related special characteristics of items and elements 

during their production. Examples of such safety-related special characteristics are 
specific process parameters (e.g. temperature range or fastening torque), material 
characteristics, production tolerance, or configuration.
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5 Production 
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• Production Planning
– The production process shall be planned by evaluating the item and by 

considering the following:
• the requirements for production

EXAMPLE: Assembly instructions (e.g. the calibration and setup of a sensor); safety-related 
special characteristics (e.g. the tolerance for the selection of elements).

• the conditions for storage, transport and handling of hardware elements
EXAMPLE: Allowed storage time for the element

• the approved configurations defined in the release for production documentation;
• the lessons learned on the capability from previously released production plans;• the lessons learned on the capability from previously released production plans;
• The suitability of the production process, means of production, tools and test equipment 

concerning the safety-related special characteristics
• the competences of the personnel

– The production plan shall describe the production steps, sequence and 
methods required to achieve the functional safety of the item, system or 
element. It shall include:
• the production process flow and instructions
• the production tools and means
• the implementation of the traceability measures

EXAMPLE: Labeling for the element
• if applicable, the implementation of dedicated measures applying to hardware parts and 

specified during hardware development in accordance with ISO 26262-5:2011
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5 Production 
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• Production Planning
– A procedure shall be defined to ensure that the correct embedded software and the 

associated calibration data are loaded into the ECUs as part of the production 
process 
• EXAMPLE 1 The use of a checksum, so that the checksum of the loaded executable and configuration data 

is compared to the correct checksum for this particular model and vehicle configuration 
• EXAMPLE 2 Read back of the part number from the software loaded into the ECUs and comparison with the 

target part number for that specific vehicle from the bill of materials; as well as read back and comparison 
of the loaded calibration data with the calibration data for that specific vehicle from the bill of materials

– The sequence and methods of the control steps shall be described in the production 
control plan, together with the necessary test equipment, tools and test criteria control plan, together with the necessary test equipment, tools and test criteria 

– Reasonably foreseeable process failures and their effects on functional safety shall be 
identified and the appropriate measures implemented to address the relevant process 
failures 

– The system, hardware or software development level safety requirements on the 
producibility of the item, system or element arising during production planning shall 
be specified and directed to the persons responsible for the development (see ISO 
26262-4, ISO 26262-5 and ISO 26262-6) 
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5 Production 
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• Pre-production series production
– The pre-production process and its control measures should correspond to the target 

production process
– Differences between pre-production process and target production process shall be 

analyzed in order to identify which part of the production process can be assessed at 
the pre-production stage and for which part of the target production process an 
assessment will be required 
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5 Production 
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• Production
– The production process and its control measures shall be implemented and 

maintained as planned
– Process failures occurring during production (including deviation of safety-related 

special characteristics from their authorised range) and their potential effects on 
functional safety shall be analysed, the appropriate measures shall be taken and their 
ability to maintain functional safety shall be verified. 

– The capability of the following shall be assessed and maintained with regard to 
functional safety:functional safety:
• production process
• means of production
• tools and test equipment
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6 Operation, Service and Decommissioning 

• Objectives
– specify the customer information, maintenance and repair instructions, as well as 

disassembly instructions regarding the item, system or element, in order to maintain 
the functional safety over the lifecycle of the vehicle 

• General
– provides requirements for developing repair instructions and user information,

including the user manual and the planning, execution and monitoring of the
maintenance work, taking into account the safety-related special characteristics of the
itemitem
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6 Operation, Service and Decommissioning 
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• Planning of operation, service (maintenance and repair), and 
decommissioning
– The operation, repair and maintenance processes shall be planned by evaluating the 

item and by considering the following:
• the requirements for maintenance and repair
• the requirements for the information that shall be made available to the user to ensure the safe operation 

of the vehicle
• the warning and degradation concept
• the measures for field data collection and analysis
• the conditions for storage, transport and handling of the hardware elements• the conditions for storage, transport and handling of the hardware elements

– The maintenance plan shall describe the sequence and methods of the maintenance 
steps or activities, the maintenance intervals, and the necessary means of 
maintenance and tools

– The maintenance plan and repair instructions shall describe the following:
• the work steps, procedures, diagnostic routines and methods;
• the maintenance tools and means
• the sequence and methods of the control steps and control criteria used to verify the safety-related special 

characteristics
• the relevant item, systems or elements configurations, including the traceability measures
• the allowed deactivation of the item, systems or elements and necessary changes in the vehicle
• the driver information for the allowed deactivations and changes
• the provision of replacement parts
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6 Operation, Service and Decommissioning 
(Requirements and Recommendations)

– User information, including the user's manual, shall provide relevant usage 
instructions and warnings concerning the proper usage of the item, as well as the 
following information if applicable 
• a description of the relevant functions, (i.e. the intended usage, the status information or user interaction) 

and their operating modes;
• a description of the customer actions required to ensure controllability in the case of a failure indicated by 

the warning and degradation concept;
• a description of the maintenance activities expected from the customer in the case of a failure indicated by 

the warning and degradation concept;
• the warnings regarding known hazards resulting from interactions with third party products
• the warnings regarding safety-related innovative functions of the item that could lead to driver’s 

misunderstanding or misusemisunderstanding or misuse

– The decommissioning instructions shall describe the activities and measures to be 
applied before disassembly, and required to prevent the violation of a safety goal 
during disassembling, handling or decommissioning of the vehicle, the item or its 
elements. 

– System, hardware or software level safety requirements arising during the planning of 
operation, service (maintenance and repair), and decommissioning, shall be specified 
and directed to the persons responsible for the development (see ISO 26262-4, ISO 
26262-5 and ISO 26262-6) 
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6 Operation, Service and Decommissioning 
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• Operation, Service (maintenance and repair) and Decommissioning
– The field monitoring process for functional safety incidents that relate to the item 

shall be implemented as planned in accordance with ISO 26262-2:2011 
• provide the field data that shall be analyzed to detect the presence of any functional safety issues and, if 

found, trigger actions that address those issues
• provide the evidence required by the proven in use argument if it is intended to use this argument in 

accordance with ISO 26262-8:2011

– The maintenance, repair and decommissioning of the item, its systems or its elements – The maintenance, repair and decommissioning of the item, its systems or its elements 
should be conducted and documented in accordance with the maintenance plan and 
the maintenance and repair instructions 

– The supply of parts and their storage and transport shall be implemented as planned 
in accordance with 6.4.1.3 

– If changes to the item for subsequent production are initiated by operation, field 
monitoring, maintenance, repair or decommissioning, a change management process 
in accordance with ISO 26262-8:2011
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5 Interfaces within distributed developments

• Objectives
– to describe the procedures and to allocate associated responsibilities within 

distributed developments for items and elements

• General
– The customer (e.g. vehicle manufacturer) and the suppliers for item 

developments jointly comply with the requirements specified in ISO 26262
– Responsibilities are agreed between the customer and the suppliers 
– Subcontractor relationships are permitted 
– comparable procedures are to be agreed for co-operation with the supplier 

on distributed item developments, or item developments where the 
supplier has the full responsibility for safety 
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5 Interfaces within distributed developments
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• Application of requirements
– These requirements applies to each item and elements developed 

according to ISO 26262
– Requirements on the customer-supplier relationship (interfaces and 

interactions) shall apply to each level of the customer-supplier relationship 

• Supplier selection criteria
– The supplier selection criteria shall include an evaluation of the supplier’s 

capability to develop and produce items and elements of comparable capability to develop and produce items and elements of comparable 
complexity and ASIL according to ISO 26262

– NOTE Supplier selection criteria includes: 
• evidence of the supplier's quality management system
• the supplier's past performance and quality
• the confirmation of the supplier's capability concerning functional safety as part of the 

supplier's tender
• results of previous safety assessments according to ISO 26262-2:2011 

• recommendations from the development, production, quality and logistics departments of 
the vehicle manufacturer as far as they impact functional safety.
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5 Interfaces within distributed developments
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• Initiation and planning of distributed development
– The customer and the supplier shall specify a DIA including the 

following:
• the appointment of the customer’s and the supplier’s safety managers,
• the joint tailoring of the safety lifecycle in accordance with ISO 26262-2:2011
• the activities and processes to be performed by the customer and the activities 

and processes to be performed by the supplier,
• the information and the work products to be exchanged
• the parties or persons responsible for the activities• the parties or persons responsible for the activities
• the supporting processes and tools, including interfaces, to assure compatibility 

between customer and supplier

– If the supplier conducts the hazard analysis and risk assessment, 
then the hazard analysis and risk assessment shall be provided to 
the customer for verification. 
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5 Interfaces within distributed developments
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• Execution of distributed development

– The supplier shall report to the customer each issue which increases the risk of not 
conforming to the project plan, the safety plan, integration and testing plan in 
accordance with ISO 26262-4 or the software verification plan in accordance with 
ISO 26262-6, or other provisions of the DIA 

– The supplier shall report to the customer each anomaly which occurs during the 
development activities in their area of responsibility or in that of their 
subcontractors

– The supplier shall determine whether each safety requirement can be complied with. – The supplier shall determine whether each safety requirement can be complied with. 
If not, the safety concept shall be re-examined and, if necessary, modified to yield 
safety requirements that will be met 

– Each change potentially affecting the safety of the item or the planned activities to 
demonstrate compliance with ISO 26262 shall be communicated to the other party 
to support the impact analysis in accordance with Clause 8 

– Both parties should consider previous experience gained in similar developments in 
accordance with ISO 26262-2:2011, 5.4.2.7, when deriving safety requirements for 
the current development 

– This requirement applies to ASIL D in accordance with 4.3. The customer shall be 
allowed to perform additional functional safety audits at the supplier's premises at 
any appropriate time 
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5 Interfaces within distributed developments
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• After release for production

– The supplier shall provide evidence to the customer that the process capability is 
being met and maintained in accordance with ISO 26262-2:2011 and ISO 26262-
7:2011

– A supply agreement between the customer and the supplier shall address the 
responsibilities for functional safety in accordance with ISO 26262-2:2011

Each party that becomes aware of a safety-related event shall report this in a timely – Each party that becomes aware of a safety-related event shall report this in a timely 
manner and according to the supply agreement. If a safety-related event occurs, an 
analysis of that event shall be performed. This analysis should include similar items 
and related parties which are potentially affected by a similar event. 

– The supply agreement shall state the access to, and exchange of, production 
monitoring records between the parties for the safety-related special characteristics. 
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6 Specification and Management of safety requirements

• Objectives
– ensure the correct specification of safety requirements with respect to their 

attributes and characteristics
– ensure consistent management of safety requirements throughout the entire safety 

lifecycle

• General
– Safety requirements constitute all requirements aimed at achieving and ensuring the 

required ASILs 
– During the safety lifecycle, safety requirements are specified and detailed in a – During the safety lifecycle, safety requirements are specified and detailed in a 

hierarchical structure
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6 Specification and Management of safety requirements

Figure-3. Relationship between management of safety
requirements and particular safety requirements

Figure-2 Structure of Safety Requirements
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6 Specification and Management of safety requirements
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• Specification of safety requirements
– To achieve the characteristics of safety requirements listed in 6.4.2.4, safety 

requirements shall be specified by an appropriate combination of:
• Natural language
• Methods listed in Table 1

• Attributes and characteristics of safety requirements
– Safety requirements shall be unambiguously identifiable as safety requirements 
– Safety requirements shall inherit the ASIL from the safety requirements from which they are 

derived, except if ASIL decomposition is applied in accordance with ISO 26262-9
– Safety requirements shall be allocated to an item or an element
– Safety requirements shall have the following characteristics:

• unambiguous and comprehensible
• Atomic
• Internally consistent
• Feasible
• Verifiable
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6 Specification and Management of safety requirements
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• Management of safety requirements
– The set of safety requirements shall have the following properties:

• hierarchical structure,
• Organizational structure according to an appropriate grouping scheme
• Completeness
• External consistency
• No duplication of information within any level of the hierarchical structure
• Maintainability

– Safety requirements shall be traceable with a reference being made to:
• each source of a safety requirement at the upper hierarchical level,
• each derived safety requirement at a lower hierarchical level, or to its realization in the design, and
• the specification of verification in accordance with 9.4.2• the specification of verification in accordance with 9.4.2

– An appropriate combination of the verification methods listed in Table 2 shall be 
applied to verify that the safety requirements comply with the requirements in this 
clause and that they comply with the specific requirements on the verification of 
safety requirements within the respective parts of ISO 26262 where safety 
requirements are derived
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7 Configuration Management

• Objectives
– ensure that the work products, and the principles and general conditions of their 

creation, can be uniquely identified and reproduced in a controlled manner at any 
time

– ensure that the relations and differences between earlier and current versions can 
be traced

• General
– Configuration management is a well established practice within the automotive – Configuration management is a well established practice within the automotive 

industry and can be applied according to ISO/TS 16949, ISO 10007 and ISO/IEC 
12207

– Each work product of ISO 26262 is managed by configuration management 

– Configuration management (CM) is a process for establishing and 
maintaining consistency of a product's performance, functional and 
physical attributes with its requirements, design and operational 
information throughout its life
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7 Configuration Management
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• The configuration management process shall comply with:

– the respective requirements of a quality management system (e.g. ISO/TS 16949, or 
ISO 9001)

– the specific requirements for software development according to the clause on 
configuration management in ISO/IEC 12207

– The work products required by the safety plan in accordance with ISO 26262-2 shall 
be placed under configuration management and baselined according to the 

– The work products required by the safety plan in accordance with ISO 26262-2 shall 
be placed under configuration management and baselined according to the 
configuration management strategy

– Work products placed under configuration management shall be documented in the 
configuration management plan

– Configuration management shall be maintained throughout the entire safety 
lifecycle
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8 Change Management

• Objectives
– analyze and control changes to safety-related work products throughout the safety 

lifecycle

• General
– Change management ensures the systematic planning, control, monitoring, 

implementation and documentation of changes
– maintaining the consistency of each work product
– Potential impacts on functional safety are assessed before changes are made– Potential impacts on functional safety are assessed before changes are made
– decision-making processes for change are introduced and established, and 

responsibilities are assigned to the parties involved
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8 Change Management
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• Planning and initiating change management
– The change management process shall be planned and initiated, before changes are 

made to work products 
– The work products to be subject to change management shall be identified and 

shall include those work products required by ISO 26262 to be placed under 
configuration management

– The schedule for applying the change management process shall be defined for 
each work product

– The change management process shall include:
• the change requests in accordance with 8.4.2,• the change requests in accordance with 8.4.2,
• the analysis of change requests in accordance with 8.4.3,
• the decision and rationale regarding change requests in accordance with 8.4.4,
• the implementation of the accepted changes in accordance with 8.4.5, and
• the documentation in accordance with 8.4.5

• Change requests
– A unique identifier shall be assigned to each change request 
– As a minimum, every change request shall include the following information:

• the date,
• the reason for the requested change,
• the exact description of the requested change, and
• the configuration on which the requested change is based
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8 Change Management
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• Change request analysis
– An impact analysis on the item involved, its interfaces and connected items, shall be carried out 

for each change request. The following shall be addressed
• the type of change request,

NOTE: Possible types of changes include: error resolution, adaptation, enhancement, prevention.

• the identification of the work products to be changed and the work products affected,
• the identification and involvement of the parties affected, in the case of a distributed development,
• the potential impact of the change on functional safety
• the schedule for the realization and verification of the change

– Each change to work products shall initiate the return to the applicable phase of the safety 
lifecycle. Subsequent phases shall be carried out in compliance with ISO 26262

• Change request evaluation
The change request shall be evaluated using the results of the impact analysis in compliance – The change request shall be evaluated using the results of the impact analysis in compliance 
with 8.4.3.1[Change request  analysis] and a decision regarding acceptance, rejection or delay 
shall be made by the authorized persons

– For each accepted change request it shall be decided who shall carry out the change and when 
the change is due. This decision shall consider the interfaces involved in carrying out the change 
request

• Carrying out and documenting the change
– The changes shall be carried out and verified as planned
– If the change has an impact on safety-related functions, the assessment of functional safety and 

the applicable confirmation reviews, in accordance with ISO 26262-2:2011, 6.4.7 and 6.4.9, shall 
be updated before releasing the item.

– The documentation of the change shall contain the following information:
• the list of changed work products at an appropriate level including configurations and versions
• the details of the change carried out
• the planned date for the deployment of the change
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9 Verification

• Objectives
– ensure that the work products comply with their requirements

• General
– Verification is applicable to the following phases of the safety lifecycle. 

• In the concept phase, verification ensures that the concept is correct, 
complete and consistent with respect to the boundary conditions of 
the item, and that the defined boundary conditions themselves are 
correct, complete and consistent, so that the concept can be realized

• In the product development phase, verification is conducted in 
different forms
– In the design phases, verification is the evaluation of the work products
– In the test phases, verification is the evaluation of the work products within a test 

environment to ensure that they comply with their requirements

• In the production and operation phase, verification ensures that:
– the safety requirements are appropriately realized in the production process, user 

manuals and repair and maintenance instructions
– the safety-related properties of the item are met by the application of control 

measures within the production process
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9 Verification
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• Verification planning
– The verification planning shall be carried out for each phase and sub-phase of the 

safety lifecycle and shall address the following:
• the content of the work products to be verified
• the methods used for verification
• the pass and fail criteria for the verification,
• the verification environment, if applicable
• the tools used for verification, if applicable,
• the actions to be taken if anomalies are detected, and
• the regression strategy

NOTE A regression strategy specifies how verification is repeated after changes have been made to the 
item or element. Verification can be repeated fully or partially and can include other items or elements that 
might affect the results of the verification

– The planning of verification should consider the following: 
• the adequacy of the verification methods to be applied
• the complexity of the work product to be verified
• prior experiences related to the verification of the subject material

NOTE This includes service history as well as the degree to which a proven in use argument has been 
achieved

• the degree of maturity of the technologies used, or the risks associated with the use of these technologies
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9 Verification
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• Verification Specification
– The verification specification shall select and specify the methods to be used for the 

verification, and shall include:
• review or analysis checklists
• simulation scenarios
• test cases, test data and test objects

– For testing, the specification of each test case shall include the following: 
• a unique identification,
• the reference to the version of the associated work product to be verified
• the preconditions and configurations
• the environmental conditions, if appropriate
• the input data, their time sequence and their values
• the expected behavior which includes output data, acceptable ranges of output values, time behavior and tolerance • the expected behavior which includes output data, acceptable ranges of output values, time behavior and tolerance 

behavior

– For testing, test cases shall be grouped according to the test methods to be applied. For 
each test method, in addition to the test cases, the following shall be specified: 
• the test environment
• the logical and temporal dependencies
• the resources

• Verification execution and evaluation
– The evaluation of the verification results shall contain the following information:

• the unique identification of the verified work product,
• the reference to the verification plan and verification specification,
• the configuration of the verification environment and verification tools used, and the calibration data used during 

the evaluation, if applicable,
• the level of compliance of the verification results with the expected results,
• an unambiguous statement of whether the verification passed or failed; if the verification failed the statement shall 

include the rationale for failure and suggestions for changes in the verified work product, and
• the reasons for any verification steps not executed
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10 Documentation

• Objectives
– develop a documentation management strategy for the entire safety lifecycle in 

order to facilitate an effective and repeatable documentation management process

• General
– The documentation requirements in ISO 26262 focus mainly on information, and not 

on layout and appearance
– The information need not be made available in physical documents, unless explicitly – The information need not be made available in physical documents, unless explicitly 

specified by ISO 26262. The documentation can take various forms and structures 
and tools can be used to generate documents automatically

– Duplication of information within a document, and between documents, should be 
avoided to aid maintainability

NOTE: An alternative to duplicating information is the use of a cross-reference 
within one document, directing the reader to the information source document
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10 Documentation
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• The documentation process shall be planned in order to make documentation 
available:
– during each phase of the entire safety lifecycle for the effective completion of the phases and 

verification activities,
– for the management of functional safety, and
– as an input to the functional safety assessment

• The identification of a work product in ISO 26262 shall be interpreted as a 
requirement for documentation containing the information concerning the results 
of the associated requirements.

• The documents should be:
– precise and concise,
– structured in a clear manner,– structured in a clear manner,
– easy to understand by the intended users, and
– maintainable.

• The structure of the entire documentation should consider in-house procedures 
and working practices. It shall be organized to facilitate the search for relevant 
information

• Each work product or document shall be associated with the following formal 
elements:
– the title, referring to the scope of the content,
– the author and approver,
– unique identification of each different revision (version) of a document,
– the change history
– the status.

• It shall be possible to identify the current applicable revision (version) of a 
document or item of information
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11 Confidence in the use of Software Tools

• Objectives
– provide criteria to determine the required level of confidence in a software tool 

when applicable
– provide the qualification of the software tool when applicable, in order to create 

evidence that the software tool is suitable to be used to tailor the activities or tasks 
required by ISO 26262 (i.e. the user can rely on the correct functioning of a software 
tool for those activities or tasks required by ISO 26262)

• General
– A software tool used in the development of a system or its software or hardware 

elements, can support or enable a tailoring of the safety-lifecycle, through the elements, can support or enable a tailoring of the safety-lifecycle, through the 
tailoring of activities and tasks required by ISO 26262. In such cases confidence is 
needed that the software tool effectively achieves the following goals:
• the risk of systematic faults in the developed product due to malfunctions of the software tool leading to 

erroneous outputs is minimized, and
• the development process is adequate with respect to compliance with ISO 26262, if activities or tasks 

required by ISO 26262 rely on the correct functioning of the software tool used.

NOTE The understanding of “software tool” can vary from a separately usedstand-alone 
software tool to a set of software tools integrated into a tool-chain
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11 Confidence in the use of Software Tools
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• General Requirement
– If the safety lifecycle incorporates the use of a software tool for the development of a

system, or its hardware or software elements, such that activities or tasks required by
ISO 26262 rely on the correct functioning of a software tool, and where the relevant
outputs of that tool are not examined or verified for the applicable process step(s), such
software tools shall comply with the requirements of this clause.

– When using a software tool, it shall be ensured that its usage, its determined
environmental and functional constraints and its general operating conditions comply with
its evaluation criteria or its qualification

EXAMPLE Use of identical version and configuration settings for the same use cases
together with the same implemented measures for the prevention or detection of
malfunctions and their corresponding erroneous output, as documented in the
qualification report for this software tool.

– The usage of a software tool shall be planned, including the determination of:
• the identification and version number of the software tool,
• the configuration of the software tool

EXAMPLE The configuration of a compiler is defined by setting compiler switches and “#pragma” statements in a C 
source file.

• the use cases of the software tool
• the environment in which the software tool is executed
• the maximum ASIL of all the safety requirements, allocated to the item or the element that can be violated,
• if the software tool is malfunctioning and producing corresponding erroneous output
• the methods to qualify the software tool, if required based on the determined level of confidence ISO 26262 – 8 : 2011



11 Confidence in the use of Software Tools
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• Validation of the software tool
– The validation of the software tool shall meet the following criteria:

• the validation measures shall demonstrate that the software tool complies with its specified requirements
• the malfunctions and their corresponding erroneous outputs of the software tool occurring during 

validation shall be analyzed together with information on their possible consequences and with measures 
to avoid or detect them

• the reaction of the software tool to anomalous operating conditions shall be examined
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12  Qualification of software components 

• Objective
– provide evidence for their suitability for re-use in items developed in compliance 

with ISO 26262

• General
– The re-use of qualified software components avoids re-development for software 

components with similar or identical functionality

NOTE Software components are understood to include source code, models, pre-
compiled code, or compiled and linked software

– To be able to consider a software component as qualified, the following shall be 
available:
• the specification of the software component 
• evidence that the software component complies with its requirements
• evidence that the software component is suitable for its intended use
• evidence that the software development process for the component is based on an appropriate national or 

international standard

– The planning of qualification of a software component shall determine: 
• the unique identification of the software component
• the maximum target ASIL of any safety requirement which might be violated if the software component 

performs incorrectly
• the activities that shall be carried out to qualify the software component
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12  Qualification of software components 
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• Qualification of a software component. The specification of the 
software component shall include:
– the requirements of the software component
– the description of the configuration
– the description of interfaces
– the application manual, where appropriate
– the description of the software component integration
– the reactions of the functions under anomalous operating conditions
– the dependencies with other software components– the dependencies with other software components
– a description of known anomalies with corresponding work-around measures

• To provide evidence that a software component complies with its 
requirements the verification of this software component shall
– show a requirement coverage in accordance with ISO 26262-6:2011
– cover both normal operating conditions and behavior in the case of failure
– result in no known errors that lead to violation of safety requirements
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13  Qualification of hardware components 

• Objective
– provide evidence of the suitability of intermediate level hardware components and 

parts for  their use as part of items, systems or elements, developed in compliance 
with ISO 26262, concerning their functional behavior and their operational 
limitations for the purposes of the safety concept

– provide relevant information regarding:
• their failure modes, 
• their failure mode distribution, and 
• their diagnostic capability with respect to the safety concept for the item.

• General• General
– Every safety-related hardware component and part used within the scope of ISO 

26262 is subject to standard qualification to address general functional 
performance, conformity of production, environmental endurance and robustness.

– For basic parts (passive component, discrete semiconductor), standard qualification 
is sufficient. These basic parts can then be used in a hardware design in accordance 
with ISO 26262-5

– The requirements of this clause apply to intermediate level hardware components or 
parts, which provide dedicated functionality to the system
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13  Qualification of hardware components 
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• The relevant failure modes of the component or part to be qualified 
shall be assumed to be verifiable by testing, analysis or both

– The qualification of the hardware component or part shall be carried out using an 
appropriate selection of the following methods: 
• Analyses
• Testing

– A qualification plan shall be developed and shall describe: 
• precise identification and version of the hardware component or part• precise identification and version of the hardware component or part
• specification of the environment in which the hardware component or part is intended to be used
• the qualification strategy and the rationale
• the necessary tools and equipment enabling this strategy
• the party responsible for carrying out this strategy
• the criteria used to assess the qualification of a hardware component or part as passed or failed

– Qualification by analyses
• The analysis shall be expressed in a form that can be easily understood and checked by persons who are 

qualified in the relevant engineering or scientific disciplines
• The analyses shall consider all the environmental conditions to which the hardware component or part is 

exposed, the limits of these conditions and, other additional strains related to operation (e.g. expected 
switch cycles, charging and discharging, long turn-off times)
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13  Qualification of hardware components 
(Requirements and Recommendations)

• Qualification by Testing
– A test plan shall be developed and shall contain the following information:

• description of the functions of the hardware component or part
• number and sequence of tests to be conducted
• requirements for assembly and connections
• procedure for accelerated ageing, considering the operating conditions of the hardware component or 

part
• operating and environmental conditions to be simulated
• pass/fail criteria to be established
• environmental parameters to be measured
• requirements for the testing equipment, including accuracy
• maintenance and replacement processes permitted during the testing

– The test shall be conducted as planned and the resulting test data shall be made 
available

• Qualification report
– The qualification report shall state whether the hardware component or part has 

passed or failed the qualification with respect to the operating envelope.
– The qualification report shall be verified in accordance with Clause 9
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14 Proven in Use Argument

• Objectives
– provides guidance for a proven in use argument. A proven in use 

argument is an alternate means of compliance with ISO 26262 that 
may be used in the case of reuse of existing items or elements when 
field data is available

• General
– A proven in use argument can be applied to any type of product 

whose definition and conditions of use are identical to or have a very 
high degree of commonality with a product that is already released high degree of commonality with a product that is already released 
and in operation. 

– It can also be applied to any work product related to such products.
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14 Proven in Use Argument

• Proven in use argument relies on:
– The relevance of field data during the service 

period of the candidate to a proven in use 
argument

– A disciplined configuration management and 
change control of the product during and after its 
service periodservice period

• An item or an element, such as system, function, hardware or software 
product, can be a candidate for a proven in use argument.

• A candidate can also refer to system, hardware or software work 
products such as a technical safety concept, algorithms, models, source 
code, object code, software components, a set of configurations or 
calibration data.
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14 Proven in Use Argument

• The motivation for using the argument for proven in use 
includes:
– an automotive application in commercial use intended to be partly or 

completely carried over to another target
– an ECU in operation intended to implement an additional function
– a candidate being in the field prior to the release of ISO 26262
– a candidate being used in other safety-related industries
– a candidate being a widely used COTS product not necessarily – a candidate being a widely used COTS product not necessarily 

intended for automotive applications.

• Once a candidate has been defined with the expected 
proven in use credit, two important criteria need to be 
considered when preparing a proven in use argument:
– the relevance of field data during the service period of the candidate
– the changes, if any, that could have impacted the candidate since its 

service period
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14 Proven in Use Argument
(Minimum information on candidate)

• A description of the candidate and its previous use shall be available, that includes:

– the identification and traceability of the candidate with a catalogue of internal elements or
components

– the corresponding fit, form and function requirements that describe, if applicable, interface and
environmental, physical and dimensional, functional and performance characteristics of the
candidate

– the safety requirements of the candidate in the previous use and the corresponding ASILs

• Proven in use candidates (Changes)

– Changes to candidates address design changes and implementation changes

– Design changes can result from modification of requirements, functional enhancements or
performance enhancement

– Implementation changes do not affect specification or performances of the candidate but only its
implementation features

– Implementation changes can result from software corrections or use of new development or
production tools

– Changes to configuration data or calibration data are considered as changes to the candidate
when they impact its behavior with regard to the violation of the safety goals
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14 Proven in Use Argument
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14 Proven in Use Argument
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DIA (Development Interface Agreement) Example

• Many factors will affect the type and amount of customer-supplier interactions

• The DIA example follows this application scenario:
– The customer is responsible for engineering and manufacturing the vehicle
– The customer is responsible for engineering the system comprised of many hardware and software
components of which one hardware component C, is to be sourced from some supplier
– Component C will be allocated requirements with assigned ASIL D
– Component C has not been developed previously, i.e., it is not a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) 

product. It involves new technology for which there is an inadequate pool of proven suppliers
– Multiple suppliers are interested in the supply of Component C, but adequate capability to support 

the project is not evidentthe project is not evident
– A model-based development process is used

• This example is developed on the following premises:
– Resources required for project management and engineering are available when needed
– Assessment teams that qualify as “independent” are available to each participating organization, and 

are used where needed
– The same process and architectural framework is in use in all the participating organizations, 

independently assessed to qualify for the highest integrity level
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DIA Example
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ISO 26262 – 9 : 2011
Automotive Safety Integrity Level(ASIL) -
oriented and safety-oriented analysesoriented and safety-oriented analyses
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5 Requirements decomposition with respect to ASIL tailoring

• Objective
– Provides rules and guidance for decomposing safety requirements into redundant

safety requirements to allow ASIL tailoring at the next level of detail

• General
– The ASIL of the safety goals of an item under development is propagated throughout

the item's development process. Starting from safety goals, the safety requirements
are derived and refined during the development phases. The ASIL, as an attribute of
the safety goal, is inherited by each subsequent safety requirement. The functionalthe safety goal, is inherited by each subsequent safety requirement. The functional
and technical safety requirements are allocated to architectural elements, starting
with preliminary architectural assumptions and ending with the hardware and
software elements

– The method of ASIL tailoring during the design process is called "ASIL
decomposition". During the allocation process, benefit can be obtained from
architectural decisions including the existence of sufficiently independent architectural
elements. This offers the opportunity:
• to implement safety requirements redundantly by these independent architectural elements, and
• to assign a potentially lower ASIL to these decomposed safety requirement
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5 Requirements decomposition with respect to ASIL tailoring
(Requirements and recommendations)

• If ASIL decomposition is applied, all the requirements within this clause shall be 
complied with

• ASIL decomposition shall be performed by considering each initial safety 
requirement individually

• The initial safety requirement shall be decomposed to redundant safety 
requirements implemented by sufficiently independent elements

• Each decomposed safety requirement shall comply with the initial safety 
requirement by itself

• The requirements on the evaluation of the hardware architectural metrics and • The requirements on the evaluation of the hardware architectural metrics and 
the evaluation of safety goal violations due to random hardware failures shall 
remain unchanged by ASIL decomposition in accordance with ISO 26262-5

• If an ASIL D requirement is decomposed into one ASIL C requirement and 
one ASIL A requirement, then these are marked as “ASIL C(D)” and “ASIL 
A(D)”. If the ASIL C(D) requirements further decomposed into one ASIL B 
requirement and one ASIL A requirement, then these are also marked with the 
ASIL of the safety goal as “ASIL B(D)” and “ASIL A(D)”
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5 Requirements decomposition with respect to ASIL tailoring
(ASIL Decomposition Schemes)
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6 Criteria for coexistence of elements
• Objective

– Provides criteria for the coexistence within the same element of: 
• safety-related sub-elements with sub-elements that have no ASIL assigned; 

and 
• safety-related sub-elements that have different ASILs assigned. 

• General

– When an element is composed of several sub-elements, each of those 
sub-elements is developed in accordance with the measures 
corresponding to the highest ASIL applicable to the elementcorresponding to the highest ASIL applicable to the element

– In the case of the coexistence of sub-elements that have different ASILs 
assigned or the coexistence of sub-elements that have no ASIL assigned 
with safety-related ones, it can be beneficial to avoid raising the ASIL 
for some of them to the ASIL of the element

– Interference is the presence of cascading failures from a sub-element 
with no ASIL assigned, or a lower ASIL assigned, to a sub-element with 
a higher ASIL assigned leading to the violation of a safety requirement 
of the element
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7 Analysis of dependent failures
• Objective

– The analysis of dependent failures aims to identify the single events or 
single causes that could bypass or invalidate a required independence or 
freedom from interference between given elements and violate a safety 
requirement or a safety goal.

• General
– The analysis of dependent failures considers architectural features such as:

• similar and dissimilar redundant elements• similar and dissimilar redundant elements
• different functions implemented with identical software or hardware elements
• functions and their respective safety mechanisms
• partitions of functions or software elements
• physical distance between hardware elements, with or without barrier
• common external resources
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8 Safety Analyses
• Objective

– The objective of safety analyses is to examine the consequences of faults 
and failures on the functions, behavior and design of items and elements. 
Safety analyses also provide information on conditions and causes that 
could lead to the violation of a safety goal or safety requirement

– Additionally, the safety analyses also contribute to the identification of new 
functional or non-functional hazards not previously identified during the 
hazard analysis and risk assessment

• General
– The scope of the safety analyses includes:

• the validation of safety goals and safety concepts
• the verification of safety concepts and safety requirements
• the identification of conditions and causes, including faults and failures, that could lead to 

the violation of a safety goal or safety requirement
• the identification of additional requirements for detection of faults or failures
• the determination of the required responses (actions/measures) to detected faults or failures
• the identification of additional requirements for verifying that the safety goals or safety 

requirements are complied with, including safety-related vehicle testing
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The END !!!


